Activity based on Youtube video Let's do Real Magic by Jenny Nicholson

According to the magic books Jenny Nicholson uses, a spell requires three parts:

1. Incredibly hard-to-attain ingredients/props (like crystals and root vegetables only available from Mars)
2. A silly poem/verse/incantation
3. A vague result
4. Optional: An optimal time

Categories of spells:

1. Spells that aren’t spells
2. Love spells
3. Internet spells
4. Bath spells
5. Bucket spells on-the-go

Now, write your own spell by selecting a category and using the three parts. Post here.

Love Spell:

Ingredients:
- llama spit
- igoine legs
- siamese fox entrails
- and a packet of pringles (barbecue sauce), in case you hungry

Bake all this ingredient between 20-23 min in the heaven and then make it liquid.

Incantation: Asoum petricus strapadradius pourrificus

Results: drink it and you will find the ugliest people the most attractive and vice versa.